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BURSA  26-Jul Day chg % chg Research Highlights 
NEWS HIGHLIGHTS 

⚫ Globetronics 2Q net profit up 79% but warns of challenging outlook 
ahead 

⚫ Techna-X plans free bonus warrants, private placement to raise up 
to RM24m to fund new jobs 

⚫ Tee Yam raises stake in Caely to 11.4% 

⚫ XOX proposes RM10m private placement to develop digital media 
management app 

⚫ Pasukhas bags RM11.3m sub-contract for water treatment plant 
electrical works in Sabah 

MACRO BITS  

⚫ IMF cuts World GDP outlook a third time as inflation, rates jump 

⚫ Global real GDP growth to slow to 2.7% in 2022, 2.6% in 2023, says 
S&P Global Market Intelligence 

⚫ Malaysia's economy recovering but inflation inflicting hardship on 
low-income households, BNM says  

⚫ Fund for food loans to boost food production, reduce burden of 
inflation 

⚫ China, Indonesia to enhance bilateral trade, deepen cooperation 

⚫ Philippines' central-bank chief rules out another off-cycle rate move  

⚫ Thailand approves USD748.0m support measures amid higher 
inflation 

⚫ Japan raises economic view, signals broader recovery  

⚫ S.Korea's economy unexpectedly speeds up, pointing to more rate 
hikes  

⚫ U.S. consumer confidence slips further in July 

⚫ Home price growth slowed for the second straight month in May, 
S&P Case-Shiller says  

⚫ U.S. new home sales drop to two-year low in June 

⚫ EU nations back 15.0% gas-cut target as Russia set to reduce flows 

⚫ UK economy will have slowest growth in G7 next year — IMF 

⚫ Hungary hikes rates into double digits as inflation keeps rising 

IDEAS OF THE DAY (SEE SEPARATE REPORTS FOR DETAILS) 

⚫ Results Note: CTOS, KOSSAN 

⚫ Company Update: QL 

⚫ On Our Technical Watch: MUDAJYA, GFM 

KLCI 1,463.7 -5.53 -0.38% 

FTSE EMAS 10,375.8 -24.1 -0.23% 

FTSE Smallcap 13,968.7 21.81 0.16% 

FTSE MESDAQ 4,729.7 -20.4 -0.43% 

KLSE Mkt Cap 
(RM'b) 

1584.1 
 

-3.1 -0.19% 

 
BURSA DAILY TRADING PARTICIPATION 

Participation Net (RM’m) Value (%) 

Local Institution 15.22 49.88% 

Local Retail -1.20 26.70% 

Foreign -14.02 23.42% 

 
INDICES 26-Jul Day chg % chg 
Dow Jones 31,761.5 -228.5 -0.71% 

S&P 500 3,921.1 -45.8 -1.15% 

NASDAQ 11,562.6 -220.1 -1.87% 

FTSE-100 7,306.3 0.0 0.00% 

Nikkei 225 27,655.2 -44.0 -0.16% 

SHCOMP 3,277.4 27.048 0.83% 

HSI 20,905.9 342.9 1.67% 

STI 3,192.1 11.7 0.37% 

KOSPI 2,413.0 9.3 0.39% 

TWSE 14,806.8 -129.5 -0.87% 

JCI 6,871.5 13.13 0.19% 

SET 1,553.2 -7.1 -0.46% 

 
   

FOREX 26-Jul 25-Jul % chg 

USD/MYR: 4.4577 4.4525 0.12% 

EUR/USD: 1.0151 1.0235 -0.82% 

GBP/USD: 1.2000 1.2054 -0.45% 

USD/YEN: 136.65 136.43 0.16% 

USD/SGD: 1.3885 1.3850 0.25% 

USD/HKD: 7.8491 7.8494 0.00% 

 
   

KEY STATS       
KLCI Spot      
Vol (m shares): 2,410.9 2,014.6 19.67% 

Value (RMm): 1,222.2 1,119.2 9.20% 

KLCI Future    
July-22 1,462.0 1,477.5 -1.05% 
August-22 1,459.0 1,477.0 -1.22% 
CPO Price 
(RM/tonne) 

3,787.0 3,646.0 3.87% 

Soybean (US$/bu) 1,532.8 1,473.0 4.06% 

SoyOil (USc/lb) 58.8 58.3 0.81% 

Gold (US$/troy oz) 1,717.7 1,719.1 -0.08% 

Nymex crude oil 
(US$/bbl) 

95.0 96.7 -1.78% 

Latex (RM/kg) 5.32 5.31 0.19% 

Tin (US$/mt) 24,630.00 24,930.0 -1.20% 

 
 

# Top Volume     Top Gainer     Top Loser    

 
Stock Price 

%Chg 
(+/-) 

Vol 
(m) 

 Stock Price 
%Chg 
(+/-) 

Vol 
(m) 

 Stock Price 
%Chg 
(+/-) 

Vol (m) 

1  TOPGLOV  0.99 -0.5 51.40   MISC  7.10 1.4 1.81   DIGI  3.39 -3.4 2.47 
2  PBBANK  4.60 -0.4 10.90   MRDIY  2.16 0.9 5.60   MAXIS  3.39 -2.9 1.66 
3  SIME  2.35 0.0 6.96   IOICORP  4.03 0.8 1.92   PETGAS  16.64 -2.1 0.36 
4  PMETAL  4.50 0.5 5.93   HLFG  19.04 0.7 0.02   PETDAG  22.50 -1.3 0.03 
5  PCHEM  8.62 -0.2 5.81   TM  5.59 0.7 2.60   SIMEPLT  4.17 -1.2 1.54 
6  CIMB  5.20 -0.4 5.62   HLBANK  20.68 0.5 1.21   HARTA  2.77 -1.1 2.00 
7  MRDIY  2.16 0.9 5.60   PMETAL  4.50 0.5 5.93   TENAGA  8.03 -0.9 1.30 
8  MAYBANK  8.79 -0.1 5.39   AXIATA  2.70 0.0 1.89   RHBBANK  5.78 -0.9 1.38 
9  INARI  2.71 -0.4 4.21   PPB  16.20 0.0 0.05   KLK  21.64 -0.7 0.73 

10  TM  5.59 0.7 2.60   SIME  2.35 0.0 6.96   GENTING  4.70 -0.6 2.12 

Notes: # KL Composite Index (FBMKLCI) component stocks 
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Corporate News 

• Globetronics 2Q net profit up 79% but warns of challenging outlook 
ahead 

Globetronics Technology Bhd's second quarter ended June 30, 2022 
(2QFY22) net profit rose 79% to RM11.2m from RM6.3m a year ago, thanks 
to higher foreign exchange gains, while a better product mix led to slightly 
higher sales. In a filing with Bursa Malaysia, Globetronics said revenue was 
2.7% higher at RM47.6m in 2QFY22, from RM46.4m a year ago. Earnings per 
share (EPS) rose to 1.67 sen from 0.93 sen in 2QFY21. For the first half of 
this year, net profit was 9.8% higher at RM20.6m from RM18.8m in the 
previous corresponding period, despite an 11% revenue contraction to 
RM90.3m from RM101.8m. (The Edge Market) 

• Techna-X plans free bonus warrants, private placement to raise up to 
RM24m to fund new jobs 

Techna-X Bhd, formerly Sino Hua-An International Bhd, has proposed a 
private placement to raise up to RM24.1m to fund new information technology 
(IT) contracts and orders, including a RM50m project it is in the midst of 
bidding for to supply IT equipment and management system for a local 
enforcement agency. In a Bursa filing, Techna-X said the private placement 
entails an issuance of up to 664.4m new shares — 30% of its existing issued 
share capital — to independent investors and at an issue price to be both 
determined at a later date. (The Edge Market) 

• Tee Yam raises stake in Caely to 11.4% 

Caely Holdings Bhd’s saw one of its substantial shareholders Datuk Seri Tee 
Yam @ Koo Tee Yam increase his stake in the company from 7.46% to 
11.38%, after acquiring 10.1m shares through off market. In a filing with Bursa 
Malaysia on Tuesday (July 26), the lingerie maker said Koo owns a total of 
29.4m shares in the company now, up from 19.3m as at June 2. Koo first 
emerged as a substantial shareholder of Caely on May 30 after he bought 
8.6m shares, raising his shareholdings to 5.634% or 14.6m shares.  (The Edge 
Market) 

• XOX proposes RM10m  private placement to develop digital media 
management app 

ACE Market-listed XOX Bhd plans to undertake a private placement exercise 
to raise RM10m to develop a digital media management application. In a filing 
on Tuesday (July 26), the mobile services provider noted that while it obtained 
shareholders’ approval to issue up to 717.3m shares — or 10% of its issued 
share capital — it has opted to only issue up to 552.9m shares for the 
placement exercise. At an illustrative price of 1.8 sen apiece, which represents 
a discount of approximately 6.25% to the five-day volume-weighted average 
market price (VWAP) of XOX shares up to and including July 25, 2022 (LPD), 
the group expects to raise up to RM10m from the placement exercise. (The 
Edge Market) 

• Pasukhas bags RM11.3m sub-contract for water treatment plant 
electrical works in Sabah 

Pasukhas Group Bhd has clinched an RM11.3m sub-contract from Salcon 
Engineering Bhd for the execution and completion of electrical works including 
cabling, earthing, external lighting and equipment installation for Water 
Treatment Plant Telibong II, Tamparuli in Sabah. In a Bursa Malaysia filing on 
Tuesday (July 26), Pasukhas announced that its wholly-owned subsidiary 
Pasukhas Sdn Bhd (PSB) has accepted a letter of confirmation of award (LCA) 
from Salcon Engineering for the sub-contract works, which shall be completed 
within five months. (The Edge Market) 
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Macro Bits 

Global 

⚫ IMF cuts World GDP outlook a third time as inflation, rates jump The International Monetary Fund cut its global 
growth outlook for this year and next, warning that the world economy may soon be on the cusp of an outright 
recession. Global economic expansion will likely slow to 3.2% this year, less than the 3.6% forecast by the fund in 
April and the 4.4% seen in January. (The Edge Markets) 

⚫ Global real GDP growth to slow to 2.7% in 2022, 2.6% in 2023, says S&P Global Market Intelligence S&P 
Global Market Intelligence has projected global real GDP growth to slow to 2.7% in 2022 and 2.6% in 2023. In a 
statement on Monday (July 25), the firm said the risk of recession remains high —in the 40–50% range – in major 
economies. (The Edge Markets) 

Malaysia 

⚫ Malaysia's economy recovering but inflation inflicting hardship on low-income households, BNM says 
Malaysia's economy appears to be firmly on a recovery path, but ongoing inflation is inflicting hardship on certain 
segments, including low-income households, who have been disproportionately affected by rising price pressures, 
said Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM). (The Edge Markets) 

⚫ Fund for food loans to boost food production, reduce burden of inflation The National Recovery Council (NRC) 
has recommended that Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) set up a “fund for food” to encourage farmers and agro-
entrepreneurs to explore the country’s food production sector more aggressively. (The Edge Markets) 

Asia Pacific 

⚫ China, Indonesia to enhance bilateral trade, deepen cooperation China and Indonesia will enhance the scale of 
bilateral trade and further expand cooperation in areas including agriculture and food security, the Chinese foreign 
ministry said after a meeting of the countries' leaders. (Reuters) 

⚫ Philippines' central-bank chief rules out another off-cycle rate move The Philippine central bank chief on 
Tuesday ruled out another off-cycle move on monetary policy tightening, while signalling a rate hike of less than 75 
basis points at its Aug. 18 meeting in a continuing bid to curb red-hot inflation. (Reuters) 

⚫ Thailand approves USD748.0m support measures amid higher inflation Thailand's cabinet on Tuesday 
approved additional support measures worth THB27.4b (USD748.23m) to ease cost of living pressures and sustain 
consumption, amid rising inflation, the finance ministry said. (Reuters) 

⚫ Japan raises economic view, signals broader recovery Japan upgraded its overall view on the economy for the 
first time in three months in July, signalling a broader recovery in economic activity as the drag from the COVID-19 
pandemic continued to fade. (Reuters) 

⚫ S.Korea's economy unexpectedly speeds up, pointing to more rate hikes South Korean economic growth 
unexpectedly picked up in the second quarter as strong consumption on eased COVID-19 restrictions offset poor 
exports, supporting the case for further central bank interest rate hikes. (Reuters) 

Americas 

⚫ U.S. consumer confidence slips further in July U.S. consumer confidence fell for a third straight month in July 
amid persistent worries about higher inflation and rising interest rates, pointing to slower economic growth at the 
start of the third quarter. (Reuters) 

⚫ Home price growth slowed for the second straight month in May, S&P Case-Shiller says Home prices in May 
were 19.7% higher compared with the same month last year, according to the S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller National 
Home Price Index. (CNBC) 

⚫ U.S. new home sales drop to two-year low in June Sales of new U.S. single-family homes dropped to their lowest 
level in just over two years in June, the latest sign that rising mortgage rates, combined with higher prices, were 
dampening demand for housing. (Reuters) 

Europe 

⚫ EU nations back 15.0% gas-cut target as Russia set to reduce flows European Union countries have reached 
a political agreement to cut their gas use by 15.0% through next winter as the prospect of a full cut-off from Russian 
supplies grows increasingly likely. (The Edge Markets) 

⚫ UK economy will have slowest growth in G7 next year — IMF Britain will have the slowest growth among major 
industrialised nations next year as double-digit inflation and rising interest rates squeeze household spending, the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) said. (The Edge Markets) 

⚫ Hungary hikes rates into double digits as inflation keeps rising The National Bank of Hungary (NBH) raised its 
base rate by 100 basis points to 10.75% on Tuesday, taking borrowing costs into double-digit territory for the first 
time since late 2008, and it flagged more rate hikes ahead due to rising inflation. (Reuters) 
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List of Oversold Stocks (14-Day RSI<30-mark) 
NAME* LAST PRICE RSI_14D RSI_9D RSI_3D LOW 30D 

WAH SEONG CORP BHD         0.505         24.64       27.19       46.34           0.500  
PESTECH INTERNATIONAL BHD         0.365         27.45       23.26         9.09           0.360  

*Only for stocks with market cap >RM300m       
 Source: Bloomberg 
 

List of Overbought Stocks (14-Day RSI>70-mark) 
NAME* LAST PRICE RSI_14D RSI_9D RSI_3D HIGH 30D 

BREM HOLDING BHD         1.190          87.46          97.04        100.00           1.200  
ATLAN HOLDINGS BERHAD         2.980          77.08          84.92          90.99           2.990  
RAPID SYNERGY BHD       12.980          75.93          79.12          64.40         13.100  
KSL HOLDINGS BHD         0.835          75.49          81.95          94.90           0.840  
SIGNATURE INTERNATIONAL BHD         1.420          70.92          80.16          97.56           1.440  

*Only for stocks with market cap >RM300m       
 Source: Bloomberg 
 

List of Oversold Warrants (14-Day RSI<30-mark) 
NAME LAST PRICE RSI_14D RSI_9D RSI_3D LOW 30D EXPIRY DATE 

MACQ MK-CW22 GENTING BHD       0.060         26.63       28.97       61.82           0.050   30/12/2022  

KIBB   -CW23 HIBISCUS PETR       0.030         29.90       29.43       49.64           0.025   20/2/2023  

Source: Bloomberg 
 
 

List of Overbought Warrants (14-Day RSI>70-mark) 
NAME 

LAST 
PRICE 

RSI_14D RSI_9D RSI_3D HIGH 30D 
EXPIRY DATE 

MAYBANK-PW23 MY EG SERVICE       0.150         71.59       72.66       66.89           0.160   28/2/2023  

Source: Bloomberg 
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Stock Ratings are defined as follows:  
 
 
Stock Recommendations 
 
OUTPERFORM  : A particular stock’s Expected Total Return is MORE than 10%  
MARKET PERFORM : A particular stock’s Expected Total Return is WITHIN the range of -5% to 10% 
UNDERPERFORM : A particular stock’s Expected Total Return is LESS than -5% 

 
 
Sector Recommendations***  
 
OVERWEIGHT  : A particular sector’s Expected Total Return is MORE than 10%  
NEUTRAL  : A particular sector’s Expected Total Return is WITHIN the range of -5% to 10% 
UNDERWEIGHT  : A particular sector’s Expected Total Return is LESS than -5%  
 
 
 
***Sector recommendations are defined based on market capitalisation weighted average expected total 
return for stocks under our coverage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This document has been prepared for general circulation based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable but we do not 
make any representations as to its accuracy or completeness. Any recommendation contained in this document does not have regard to the 
specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may read this document. This document 
is for the information of addressees only and is not to be taken in substitution for the exercise of judgement by addressees. Kenanga 
Investment Bank Berhad accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this document or any 
solicitations of an offer to buy or sell any securities. Kenanga Investment Bank Berhad and its associates, their directors, and/or employees 
may have positions in, and may effect transactions in securities mentioned herein from time to time in the open market or otherwise, and may 
receive brokerage fees or act as principal or agent in dealings with respect to these companies. 
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